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1,"I agree with 90% of what you are saying, Helena (difference around 
patriarchy itself), but my experience when I talk with friends who 
shop at amazon, walmart, et. al., there is always the ""but......""   
people are SO locked into the propaganda system in the u.s., primarily 
television.  so they are fed lies.  how to get around this?",Marie 
Long,yosemitemarie@gmail.com,,06/10/2023 11:47:24,,
2,"Pat, how do we join you?",Marie 
Long,yosemitemarie@gmail.com,,06/10/2023 11:52:08,,
3,"Beautiful !!!  Helena and Pat - you have restored my spirit.     I 
have more a comment than a question for Helena.  It comes from my 
experience as a former finance profesional and the information flow I 
still get as a business school alumna.  Often I hear activists 
refering to corporate interests.  I remember, as you may, the popular 
book from the 1980’s Global Reach.  I would like to point out that the 
term corporation is somewhat dated and does not capture the more 
accelerated, more efficient extraction accomplished by private equity 
firms.  In private equity, there is not even the limited  transparency 
of business’ operations that hapens with publically traded 
corporations.  Accountability of private equity funded businesses 
seems almost impossible.  We need to reverse this

I did find my way out of the MBA culture, to be able to understand and 
agree with and treasure what the Maternal Gift Economy is.  But I am 
looking for ways to deescalate the market economy, and a clear view of 
its reality is necessary",Virginia Barker,v.barker@att.net,,06/10/2023 
12:10:28,,
4,"Could you include on the Maternal Gift Economy website, a way to 
watch Helena's documentary?",Shana Deane,Shanadeane77@gmail.com,You 
can find out to watch it on her website https://
www.localfutures.org,06/10/2023 12:16:03,06/10/2023 12:50:04,Letecia 
Layson,maternalgifteconomy@gmail.com
5,will we have the chat from this discernment too? salud- marta,marta 
benavides,tlalibertad@gmail.com,,06/10/2023 12:19:03,,
6,"Thanks to both presenters for their analysis and insights - 
particularly in relation to understanding the Big Picture and that we 
need a Transition.  

My questions are:

How do we understand the distinction between what corporations name 
“sustainable” and “regenerative” and genuine expression of these 



practices? 

And, how to distinguish between those who want us to return to a 
‘traditional’ past which is based on patriarchal control of women and 
one grounded in matriarchal values of nurturing?",Peggy 
Antrobus,peggyantrobus21@gmail.com,,06/10/2023 12:20:26,,


